
AGILEPORT® DOCUMENT 
MANAGEMENT
Transform project management with a 
dedicated hub for digital documents.

DISTRIBUTE REPORTS QUICKLY  
AND SECURELY

Project paperwork is difficult to organize, and even digital 

files are often buried in emails and desktop folders. 

MetaField’s AgilePort® is a portal for your clients to securely 

view and retrieve documents. It provides clear visibility into 

all report access, and grants real-time access to ongoing 

report delivery details. The document management system 

is a framework for collaborating with staff, customers, and 

vendors, and enables project teams to easily publish client 

deliverables as soon as they are created and approved. 

The document management portal allows teams to store all 

project documents, including field observations, test results, 

summary reports and other deliverables. Project teams 

can instantly access the documents they need, enabling 

efficient communication and collaboration as well as greater 

transparency between project stakeholders and clients.

ACTIONABLE DATA FOR PRODUCTIVE 
WORKFLOWS

AgilePort can be customized to your corporate 

branding to provide continuity for your client 

experience. With user-defined notifications, the 

system offers access to information and data 

for project teams to get work done quickly and 

efficiently. 

Information flows seamlessly from MetaField’s 

Field Data Collection, Laboratory Information 

Management System (LIMS), and Reporting & 

Delivery capabilities, along with accounting 

and invoicing systems to cover your full project 

workflow.

Store and view project documents 
anytime, anywhere.

Build brand differentiation with 

customizable web-based client 

reporting options.
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A CORE SYSTEM FOR EFFICIENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

MetaField® enables data-driven decision making and project execution by automating the process of gathering, 

aggregating, and analyzing field inspection data in real time. All project data is collected and managed to 

facilitate efficient workflows, allowing you to easily prepare and respond to client requests for faster delivery of 

results and reports.

 » Control access and personalize the client experience

 » Real-time anywhere access to critical documents

 » Seamless collaboration and cross-functional communication

 » Fast delivery for competitive differentiation

Agile Frameworks provides comprehensive cloud-based software that integrates project, 

financial, field and lab testing data for business process automation across architecture, 

engineering, and construction disciplines. We transform workflows, create high-value data, 

and deliver outputs you can trust, resulting in industry-leading productivity and profitability.

Build a new way forward at agileframeworks.com
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